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Message from the President

At Touro College we emphasize the value of expanding and empowering faculty research and scholarship, which is why I am especially proud to present the fifth annual compendium of faculty publications. This volume features the scholarly work published throughout the Touro College and University System as well as New York Medical College in 2014. It also contains over 575 authors, further demonstrating that our commitment to the research enterprise in the spirit of the Jewish intellectual tradition continues to flourish.

To facilitate quick access to Touro faculty publications, the entries in this book are organized by school and also include an index. The Touro College & University System 2014 Faculty Publications is an extension of the Touro Faculty Publications Database (http://facpubs.tourolib.org), which contains over 4,700 searchable entries. The database is constantly being updated with cutting-edge tools to help measure impact and aid collaboration. As the second volume to combine the output of Touro College and New York Medical College, it highlights the strong research synergies our partnership has created.

As I have done in previous years, I invite you to search this book and our library database to find inspiration and discover new ideas and innovative scholarship. Our commitment to excellence in higher education as well as our vision to promote a new trend of interdisciplinary scholarship within the Touro System research community is strengthened by the dedication and continued efforts of our faculty, as well as the support of our library staff.

Sincerely,

Dr. Alan Kadish
President
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At the Libraries, we are continuing to implement new tools for scholarly research. We hope to soon roll out use of PlumX, an altmetrics tool for measuring the impact of research in social media and other online resources. We also have received premium access for Mendeley, a software program that is both a reference manager and academic networking tool. LibGuides have been created to assist researchers – one on writing and publication, and one on creating poster presentations. We are also continuously giving webinars on these new tools to ensure their utilization within the Touro research community. With these and other library services and resources, we will better show the impact of the important research Touro faculty publishes.

Carrie Levinson
Project Manager Librarian
Note from the Library

This edition of the 2015 Touro College & University System Faculty Publications book marks the 5th annual book. Each volume recognizes the faculty and staff members who have published academic works and creative endeavors for that year. The yearly Faculty Publications books have shown continuous increase in the output of the staff and faculty. The scholarly works featured include the academic accomplishments of the New York Medical College.

All staff members are encouraged to submit their scholarly research and creative works to the dedicated library staff who will then enter the information into the Touro College Faculty Publications Database thus enabling accessibility of their scholarship worldwide. Carrie Levinson, Project Manager Librarian, has created a Research Guide (http://libguides.tourolib.org/scholarly) to assist in your research.

I thank the Office of the President for its continued assistance. Dr. Kadish is a staunch supporter of the research and scholarship produced throughout the Touro College & University System and fully encourages this publication.

The dedicated Information Literacy library staff members, under the direction of Sara Tabaei, Library Information Literacy Director, have worked assiduously to insure that this publication meets the highest standards. I appreciate their continued professionalism and thank them for the quality of their work.

We again encourage all faculty and staff members to submit their publications and scholarly accomplishments to the library (http://www.tourolib.org/resources/faculty-publications/submit-work) for contribution to worldwide scholarship.

Bashe Simon
Director of Libraries
Note from the NYMC Library

The Health Sciences Library is pleased to have fully integrated the catalog of our faculty’s scholarly output into the 2014 Touro College & University System’s Faculty Publications. This combined publication is symbolic of the maturing relationship between New York Medical College and Touro. We have much to be proud of.

The 2014 edition represents the first year that the Health Sciences Library’s process in developing our portion of the bibliography was fully integrated with the Touro database. We no longer print our own bibliography; we are now part of something bigger.

As we move forward, the Health Sciences Library is developing a plan to create a full-text institutional repository of NYMC-produced publications to facilitate findability and access, and ultimately to enhance New York Medical College’s “research footprint.” For what leaves a better and more lasting footprint than the publications that emerge from our research endeavors?

Congratulations to all of the authors and thank you for making this publication something we as an institution can be proud of. Thank you for continuing to tell us of your publications. I want to give special thanks to Nina Kurzban who stepped forward and completed the sizable New York Medical College portion of the bibliography near-singlehandedly. I also profusely thank Library Assistant Terri-Ann Chinsee for stepping in to keep us on schedule. Your hard work and enthusiastic dedication is appreciated. Many thanks to Sara Tabaei (Library Information Literacy Director), Carrie Levinson (Project Manager Librarian), and Bashe Simon (Director of Libraries) at the Touro Libraries for coordinating and making this collaborative product a reality.

Marie T. Ascher, MS, AHIP
Lillian Hetrick Huber Endowed Director
New York Medical College, Health Sciences Library
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